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35 years
of innovation for the brake industry.

Microface has been at the forefront of brake testing since
1981. In that time we have created a fully integrated suite
of Programs and Hardware which we call BrakeLab.
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Allowing the testing of brakes using dynamometers
to the highest standards in the Industry.
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History
Microface Ltd was founded in 1981 with the
intention of simplifying the automation of
Testing. The key to this was sophisticated
electronic interfacing combined with well
written Software to give accurate transducer
readings and control of machinery in
general, and dynamometers in particular.
Three dedicated professionals, Ted Slevin,
John Slevin and Malcolm Boczec utilised
their combined skills in developing just such
a System.
Drawing from experience in the Nuclear
Industry and Space Technology, which
included a weight reducing project on the
Space Shuttle, for which Ted was awarded a
medal, Microface ventured into the
automation of Brake Testing winning orders
for the automation of several brake testing
dynamometers from Customers like BP
Chemicals and the Ferodo Company (later
Federal Mogul).
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The Testing automated by Microface is unsurpassed in
its accuracy and repeatability of its results. The
Company has continued to build on this solid
foundation developing new products continually over
the past 35 years. The Software Development has
remained under the supervision and scrutiny of the
original team throughout giving continuity and
consistency of results allowing genuine comparisons
which is vital in Product Development. Moreover, the
results are totally repeatable on any dynamometer
and between dynamometers if all the features have
been automated by Microface.
Our more recent developments include Fibre Optics,
which allow high speed readings with no interference
throughout the factory even when dynamometers are
very close together, the new Telemetry System which
provides exactly the same precision measurement as
static channels and NVH with the highest precision in
the Industry.
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4. DynoGraph. A Unique graphics package designed
to work with BrakeLab giving the user unparalleled
ﬂexibility to automatically create results graphically,
design new layouts or copy existing layouts
perfectly in 2D and 3D.

The BrakeLab Suite of Programs and
Hardware is designed to work on any
professional make of Brake
Dynamometer in the World, new or old.
It is comprised of programs and
hardware unique to Microface with
unparalleled levels of Accuracy, Ease of
Use and Reliability.

5. Zoom‐a‐Stop. Powerful Analysis Tool for studying
brake stops.

BrakeLab contains
Software.
1. BrakeCore. The program at the heart of the Microface
system is respected in the industry for its unrivalled
reliability, speed and accuracy. This runs on its own
independent PC.
2. FrontDesk. Graphics software package running on a
separate PC which enables you to create new Tests and
interpret results while BrakeCore can still be running tests
in the background.
3. BrakeScript. A scripting tool created for the Brake Industry
which allows the User to design their own tests as well as
import and edit new ones as the Industry requirements
change. Unique to Microface.
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6. BrakeStudio. (optional) NVH Package designed
purposely for the Brake Industry to record and
analyse Brake Noise.

Hardware.
7. MircofaceValve. Our own Pneumatic Valve
(Constant Torque Controller) designed purely for
the brake industry which gives unsurpassed results
of Speed and Accuracy as well as low running costs
and high reliability.
8. Fibrecoms. Microface’s own “Interference free”
Fibre Optic Data Transfer System.
9. Telemetry. (optional) We oﬀer several varieties of
Telemetry depending on need. This is for obtaining
temperatures inside the Brake.
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BrakeCore is at the Heart of BrakeLab. It has
stood the test of time and is renowned in the
Industry for its Ease of Use, Reliability, Accuracy
and Speed. This unchanging, reliable Core
System which BrakeLab is built around allows
for the true continuity of brake testing and
accurate comparison of results. This is crucially
essential in Brake Testing and Product
Development.
Microface Guarantees that If your
dynamometer is physically capable of running
any test then our BrakeCore can be used to
automate it. It is a fully ﬂedged and developed
program with “pedigree” designed solely for
the Brake Industry and it shows.
BrakeCore works on its own PC independently
running tests and sending results to a second
PC running FrontDesk.
BrakeCore it is non Window based program
designed by Microface which has proved itself
over the years for it reliability, running long
tests year in, year out, without fear of
expensive interruptions.
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FrontDesk is a Windows Software package
including BrakeScript, Zoom‐a‐Stop and
DynoGraph which runs in conjunction with
CoreBrake and handles the User interface.
FrontDesk can be used simultaneously with
CoreBrake, allowing a brake test to continue
while the Operator is writing a new brake script
or analysing results of previous tests including
the test which is running without any fear of
stopping or interrupting it in any way. This
provides the very maximum eﬃciency of time
running the dynamometer which of course has
costs savings. This is one of the features which
makes Microface’s BrakeLab so robust and very
popular in the Industry.
FrontDesk’s appearance can be custom
designed to match Customer’s requirements
and their own Corporate Image including
Company colours and Logos on‐screen.This is
useful for Dynamometer manufacturers who
wish to sell the Microface System branded as
their own or Test Houses with their own
Corporate Image.
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BrakeScript is Microface’s unique Scripting
Program used to create new tests.
BrakeScript allows an Operator with no
programming skills to quickly Import, Create
or Edit Test Schedules quickly and easily an
important factor in the ever changing
requirements needed in testing brakes.
This removes the need to get the software
rewritten by Suppliers each time there is a
change in the industry or a new test
developed.

Zoom‐a‐Stop is a powerful analysis tool,
unique to Microface which allows
unadulterated raw data of brake stops to be
viewed in great detail. This is very useful in
examining the test results and provides
further conﬁrmation of the accuracy and
integrity of Brake Lab’s Data Recording.

New and unique tests can be written in‐house
which assists in maintaining the security of
information of new products and conﬁdential
new types of tests being created.
This is a Key Factor in the Industry and unique
to Microface’s BrakeLab.
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DynoGraph is a 2D and 3D fully automated
graphics, graph and layout program used for
the presentation of Brake Test results
obtained from BrakeCore. It is Unique to
Microface’s BrakeLab.
Friction Test Labs used to spend weeks on
Custom Speciﬁc Graphs as their customers
would always like to see the results in a
format familiar to their own. We developed
DynoGraph to quickly and eﬃciently
produce results in a format that even the
clients would have diﬃculty telling them
apart on their own. DynoGraph has been
developed to work alongside BrakeCore to
seamlessly incorporate test results into the
graphics once the layout is created and saves
hours of human time and resources.
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Telemetry is becoming very popular within
the Brake Industry, doing away with
rubbing thermocouples in most cases.

Microface has added several new devices
to our Telemetry range suitable for ﬁtting
on a variety of makes and models of
dynamometers. They incorporate accurate
temperature reading and reliability to our
existing interference free system
FibreComs which of course are all also Plug
and Play.
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Electrical interference is a major obstacle in
a factory environment. Microface’s BrakeLab
overcomes this with its ﬁbre optic devices
which include: Torque, Pressure,
Temperature, Displacement, Airspeed, Cable
Tension, Drag Force, Humidity and D.T.V.
Microface has developed a Fibre Optic
system to work within BrakeLab which is
interference free, easy to install and, if
damaged, cheap and easy to repair.
FibreComs are also Plug and Play storing the
calibration information within each device,
meaning a non qualiﬁed electrician can
move, swap and alter sensors as the need
arises. This function, coupled with the
freedom that the BrakeScript program oﬀers
gives the Test House the ability to create
endless brake tests of their own design.
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Microface’s Pneumatic Torque Controller is
again unique to Microface and is the fastest
and most accurate in the World. Again
Microface will guarantee that if your
Dynamometer is physically capable of
running a test then our system is both fast
and accurate enough to be able automate it.

Not only Is the MicrofaceValve unsurpassed
in its speed and accuracy it is also well
known in the industry for its reliability, low
maintenance and running costs with a
staggering average 8‐10 years of constant
use between the need for refurbishment.
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Microface’s NVH system BrakeStudio, unlike
others NVH systems on the market, was
designed purely for the Brake Industry NVH.
What we set out to do was remove all the
expensive sensitive hardware that was being
damaged in an industrial environment and use
high end readily available recording equipment
from the music industry coupled with our own
PC software data analysis.
Microface created a system with many features
that the Brake Industry required without
compromising the accuracy, in fact BrakeStudio
in test is the most accurate of all comparable
systems on the market.

BrakeStudio can be purchased separately from
BrakeLab and is a completely independent
product.
Being Software based, unique licensing options
can be arranged from one to worldwide
License Agreements within a Company.
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Global Support
The intrinsic reliability of BrakeLab has long
been acknowledged in the industry.
Microface supplies Systems to Companies all
over the world including Europe,
Scandinavia, Australia, Asia, Africa, Russia
and the Americas.
Microface always has and continues to oﬀer
24/7 365 days of the year support by
telephone.
We have an in‐house support team based in
England as well as having set up Strategic
Alliances and Agents throughout the World
who have had experience with the Microface
System for many years. Consequently we are
able to support these Systems worldwide
very eﬃciently.
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